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ABSTRACT
This paper describes ar innovative information system

known as PROCEED (Program for Continuing Engineering Education) which

is being developed to assist engineers in coping with mid-career
crisis. Research involving components of mid-career crisis indicates
that obsolescence or fear of obsolescence is a primary factor. It
seemed reasonable that a system involving education, information, and

communication focused on delivering problem solving "know how" to the
professional engineer relevant to the problem he is currently working
on could be of real benefit in updating professionals and increasing

their productivity. The resulting interactive system PROCEED is

described, including its personalized access system, an associated
database, and a set of self-study educational materials. A special
feature of PROCEED is the Adaptive Peference System, an interactive

series of questions and choices presented to the user by the computer
to help him define and refine his problem, so that the system can

search its database to find the most relevant and appropriate
consultants, aides, or other sturces of information tc solve it.
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Abstract

This talk describes an innovative information system under devel-

opment at M.I.T. The system is the result of a research and develop-

ment project originally intended to help engineers cope with "mid-

career crisis." Research involving components of "mid-career crisis"

indicated that obsolescence and/or fear of obsolescence was a primary

factor. It seemed reasonable that a system involving education, in-

formation, and communication focused on delivering problem solving

"know-how" to the practicing engineer relevant to the problem he is

currently working could be of real benefit in updating professionals

and increasing their productivity. As we worked further with the pro-

blem solving process in engineering we realized that a unique type of

information system could serve these needs. The following paper details

the challenges which WP and information scientists working with us were

forced to address in developing the system which we call PROCEED (Pro-

gram for Continuing Engineering Education).

This work was supported by grants from the National Science Foundation

and the Control Data Corporation. The opinions are those of the authors

and do not necessarily reflect those of the sponsors.
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I. The Purpose of PROCEED

The motivation for undertaking a project like PROCEED (which

stands for "Program for Continuing Engineering Education") was to do

something to help engineers with or through the mid-career crisis. In

the early seventies several scientists and engineers at the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology were quite concerned with this phenomenom

A faculty group started to think about the problem, and a main realiza-

tion was that one very important way of attacking the mid-career crisis

would be to attempt to prevent it by devising a new and better system

for keeping people up to date. Obsolescence was seen as the crux of

the mid-career crisis. The estimated shelf-life of a current engineer-

ing degree is ten years or less.1 Only three percent of practicing

engineers in fact participate in regular, organized, updating offerings

such as short courses or term-long courses offered in industry, by

professional societies, or through universities.2 Given the documented

ninety-seven percent of people who are not participating in any sort of

formalized continuing engineering education efforts, it was hoped that

if we could devise a system that was more attractive and more useful to

the practicing engineer we could help more people update themselves.

General parameters of the system and therefore operating guide-

lines were that whatever evolved must allow the engineer to deal with

problems he was currently working on (so tnat the motivation would be

job-driven rather than by some other need), that it be available to

the engineer at his place of work and during the time when he was work-

ing, that it consist of components which involved self-study and could

be self-paced, and that - of course - it be approniate, accurate and

convey the best state of the art for each covered..5

II. The Content of the System

Gi..en these guidelines we realized if we were to help the practic-

ing engineer our thrust should abet the problem solving process that

engineers actually go through. We therefore went out and tracked over

two hundred real worked solutions in one topic area, industrial energy

conservation. In the process of tracking these problems and their sol-

utions we were interested in discovering:

- what kinds ();* things people had to know and do to

solve them,
- what kind of processes they went through,

This work was supported by grants from the National Science Foundation

and the Control Data Corporation. The opinions are those of the authors

and do not necessarily reflect those of the sponsors.
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- who they contactel,
- when they contacted them,
- when they hit dead ends, what they did, and

- how they worked through to the final solution.

This enormous set of data, based on empirical solutions to real energy

conservation problems gathered from thirty-five different industries

throughout the United States, then, became the basis from which we de-

veloped the framework of our system. There are three major components

in the system itself: the first is a personalized access system, the

second is an.associated data base, and the third is a set of self-study

educational materials.

The Adaptive Reference System

The purpose of our Adaptive Reference System is to help the indiv-

idual define and refine his problem so that the system can search its

data base to find the most relevant and appropriate consultants, aides,

educatidfial informations, etc. to solve his/her particular problem. To

the user it is an interactive series of questions and choices presented

to him by the computer to which he responds by using simple commands.

The user is shown what the commands stand for, so other than knowing

how to log in on any kind of terminal, he need not know how to use am-

puters.

Hidden to the user is an elaborate hierarchical tree-like struc-

turing of the problem solving process which guides his search

and helps locate the precise sets of information which are appropriate

to the problem.

The Associated Data Base

Consists of files of information, including sets of consultants

(accessed by location and capability), educational materials, biblio-

graphies, special purpose laws and standards, product and vendor data

to name but a few. When the user has placed his problem in a parti-

cular part of the problem solving process, he or the system will search

the data base to come up with the type or types of information required

to help work the solution.

rhe Educational Modules

To which the user may be referred to by the search consists of a

full set of self study, competency-based materials. Each is 100-150

pages long and can be ordered through the system. We are also experi

menting with electronic delivery. There are al.o case studies and

other mate.-ials such as videotapes.

The Information Science Challenges in Making it Function

The most interesting information science challenges we faced (and

are still facing) in making a consistent, coherent, and useful system

involve the Adavive Reference System. This system uses mechanisms

well known to thc information scientist, but it uses them in novel

ways. First, in our application, we borrow from the concept of an on-

line hierarchical thesaurus system (Salton, et a1,)4 using the thesaurus
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at retrieval time. Traditional uses of a thesaurus at storage time to

enrich a*data base do not permit flexibility in changing structure or

adding synonyms without rebuilding the entire document data base,.5'

Our system, does. Second, the content of the thesaurus is, itself,

novel. Rather than being a classical hierarchital dictionary, it is

organized along the lines defined by problem soliing techniques in the

discipline.5 Consequently, rather than reflecting ordinary words and

hierarchical relationships among them, it reflects increasing levels

of detail and stages of the,problem solving process. Nodes closest to

the root are associated with the most general terminology of problem

solving models, e.g."analysis of the problem" or"synthesis of a solutioe

As we move further from the root, the terms become much more specificto

the problem area, e.g. "retrofitting a boiler." Beyond this peculiar

type of definition structure, the thesaurus itself is quite conventional .

The use of the thesaurus, however, is novel. Conventionally, a

hierarchical thesaurus is used in one of two ways: 1) Key words are

given with a set of Boolean operations, documents are selected that

match each key word, and "- 1
the lists of documents selected are

unioned or intersected . iuired.5 Systems with key word retrieval

but without the Boolean operators are, from this standpoint, simply

trivial cases. 2) The alternative has been to use the thesaurus, per-

haps in some combination with an explicit user scheme to assign weight

to individual key words or groups of key words.7 For example, one

might decide that, if a document matched a particular key word, it was

to be retrieved, regardless of what other key words did or did not

appear. If the key word did not appear, then retrieval of the docu-

ment would require the appearance of two or more of the ottler key

words on th user defined key word list. Such weights can be part of the

thesaurus itself, associated with the concepts there, or they can be

assigned by the user as he estimates their relevance. Both ap-

proaches are well suited to batch retrieval in which the user prepares

a series of queries, leaves them to be processed by a computer and

picks up the results later.

For our adaptive reference system, we chose to create an inter-

active environment in which the user would participate in the concept

selection process. As a result, we use a hierarchical structure based

on the assumption that the intent provides us far more information

about interrelationships and problem solving steps than any particular

classical thesaurus. In particular, we assume that we should be able

to uniquely identify both the next need of the user and specific con-

ten+ modules or pieces of information through each position on the

hierarchical structure. Our goal is not one of identifying the set

of concepts that seem applicable to a particular query, but of locating

the user's requirements at one single concept.

Table I. Sample Adaptive Reference System Concepts

technology shift schedules

plant operation peak bills

maintenance boiler-pressure
controls

This is a very stong assumption that deserves testing in whatever ways

we can devise to test it. A particular key word provided by the user
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may and typically will, appear in the thesaurus associated with sev-

eral different concept nodes. We resolve ambiguities in the associa-

tion between such a keyword at a particular position in the structure

by querying the user about the context in which the various instances

of the keywords appear. The contiiritself is derived from the struc-

ture. This is done by first selecting a pair of nodes at which the

keyword exists and searching at more general levels until a common node

is found. We then assume that the nodes one more specific(i.e. back

toward,the user-supplied keyword)define the context for distinguishing

between the uses of the keyword. Special provision must be made when

there are no intermediate nodes, such as assuming that the referenced

keyword provides its own context. We have found that this does not

cause a severe problem if the keywords that are likely to be selected by

the user are synonyms for more detailed explanations of the meaning of

each node. An example is illustrated by Table II.

Table II. On Locating A Context

ANALYSIS

I.

TECHNIQUES INSTRU4NTATION

1

AND INFORMATION

I

1 I I- I
1

1

ALTERNATE SUPPLY

SOURCES MEASUREMENT'

1
11

ELECTRICITY OIL ELECTRICITY

EFFICIENCY DEMAND
I

CHARGE TIMES OF USE

The assumptions required are either reasonable or unreasonable de-

pending on what is contained in the thesaurus. If the thesaurus is a

conventional grouping of terms, the assumptions may be unreasonable.

If, on the other hand, those terms are grouped so as to represent a pro-

blem solving structure that is reasonably compatible with the user's

problem solving model, then encouraging the user to walk through the

structure to find the relevant node may be very effective.

In additionlio the location-finding facilities described above,'

the adaptive reference system also provides the user with some addi-

tional unusual capabilities once a general focus of inquiry is found.

Since, in principle, each node of the thesaurus is associated with ed-

ucational materials or references at some level of detail, the user may

examine the structure to find topics and materials that are more gen-

eral - essentially going up the tree toward the root - or more specific

- examining the descendents of the same parent in geneological terms -
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or may examine all or a major portion of the problem solving structure

by repeatedly descending from the root.

The following drawing outlines the system components.

I

ADAPTIVE
REFERENCE
SYSTEM

ASSOCIATED EDUCATIONAL

DATA MATERIALS

BASE

Table III. Schematic of PROCEED

Perhaps the most innovative feature is the adaptive reference system

which interacts with the user in defining his problem precisely. The

system or the user can then search the data base fur highly specific

and hopefully appropriate sets of information and relevant materials

to help with finding a solution. The problem solving process orienta-

tionof the system encouraged our developing a new kind of hierarchical

structure such as the one juA described. The essence of the unique-

ness is that processes and procedures define the hierarchical arrange-.

ments rather than words.

Through borrowing heavily on many traditional information science

structures and imposing the notion of process orientation we have de-

veloped something a) that is new and different, and
b) that works in an R and D setting.

In a few months we will know how helpful this system is in the actual

world when we attempt to have users work with it in their own companies

and on their own current problems.
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